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ABSTRACT

Second-hand electronic devices are increasingly being sold online. Although more affordable and more environment-friendly than new products, second-hand devices, in particular those with storage capabilities, create security and privacy threats (e.g., malware or confidential data still stored on the device, aka remnant data). Previous work studied this issue from a technical point of view or only from the perspective of the sellers of the devices, but the perspective of the buyers has been largely overlooked. In this paper, we fill this gap and take a multi-disciplinary approach, focusing on the case of Switzerland. First, we conduct a brief legal analysis of the rights and obligations related to second-hand storage devices. Second, in order to understand the buyers’ practices related to these devices and their beliefs about their legal rights and obligations, we deploy a survey in collaboration with a major online platform for transactions of second-hand goods. We demonstrate that the risks highlighted in prior research might not materialize, as many buyers do not inspect the content of the bought devices (e.g., they format it directly). We also found that none of the buyers uses forensic techniques. We identified that the buyers’ decisions about remnant data depend on the type of data. For instance, for data with illegal content, they would keep the data to report it to the authorities, whereas for sensitive personal data they would either delete the data or contact the sellers. We identified several discrepancies between the actual legal rights/obligations and users’ beliefs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The online second-hand market is flourishing [41]; for second-hand electronics (e.g., smartphones, computer hardware, USB sticks), in particular, it is estimated that the global market value will be worth $66 billion in 2026 [35]. The second-hand market constitutes a key pillar of the circular economy [56], a sustainable model that encourages the reuse of products. As such, it is increasingly attractive to consumers who care about their environmental impact, in addition to the original opportunity to purchase goods for less money.

Besides its benefits, transactions of second-hand products can create new security and privacy threats—if not conducted properly. For example, the previous owner of a used smart-home device might still have remote access to control it after they sold it (similarly to the case of electronic devices in Airbnbs [37, 47]). Such incidents can cause trouble for the buyers of these devices, for example, their homes might get burgled. The consequences can be particularly severe if the second-hand product has storage capabilities, such as external hard drives and USB sticks. Such devices could include remnant data as personal data or malware. While the former can cause privacy risks for the device sellers, the latter can cause security risks for the buyers [8].

The threat is real and serious. As demonstrated by earlier investigations [27, 29–32], more than half of the second-hand storage devices include remnant data—in the clear or recoverable through specific tools (i.e., forensic tools for carving3; see Appendix B)—such as confidential documents, private keys associated with crypto-assets, and sensitive personal information such as intimate photos. Beyond the extensive forensic investigations, a few existing works [8, 21, 53] investigate this issue from the perspective of the users’ perception and practices. The main focus of these studies is on the users who sell second-hand storage devices. However, to the best of our knowledge, the understanding of the perspective of the users who buy such devices is quite limited.

Studying the buyers’ perspective is quite important. First, it helps understand the extent to which the security of buyers is put at risk by using second-hand storage devices that may include malware. Second, given that the aforementioned studies [27, 29–32] exploited and proved the existence of privacy risks for sellers, it is yet unclear

---

1We define second-hand storage devices as drives (HDD or SSD), USB sticks, and memory cards that were used by someone and then used by someone else. In this study, we did not include devices with storage capabilities such as smartphones or computers.

2We define remnant data as any data left on a device by one of its former users and that can be found in the clear or recovered by one of its new users.

3Carving is a forensic technique used to analyze unallocated space on storage device in search of known file signatures. It is used to recover fragments of deleted files.
if such risks for the sellers would materialize in practice. For this, it is likely that sellers might not be aware of the data they forgot in the device they sold. Thus, it is necessary to collect information about such privacy violations from the buyers.

In this paper, we take a multidisciplinary approach and focus on two different aspects. First, we study buyers’ beliefs regarding their legal rights and obligations concerning online transactions for second-hand storage devices. To establish ground truth for these beliefs, we conduct a brief legal analysis to understand the legal aspects of the privacy and security risks associated with the transactions of second-hand storage devices. Second, we investigate the buyers’ perspective, with respect to these transactions, including their perception and practices (i.e., routines, behaviors, or precautions). Specifically, we ask the following research questions:

- **RQ1. Data Handling Behavior of Buyers.** What do buyers do with data (or what would they do if they found any)?
- **RQ2. Security Awareness and Precautions of Buyers.** Are buyers aware of security risks? Do they take any precautions? Are these security risks likely to materialize?
- **RQ3. Privacy Risks for Sellers.** Are privacy risks for sellers likely to materialize in practice? In other words, is remnant data accessed/retrieved by the buyers? And if so, what kind of data?
- **RQ4. Legal Perspectives of Buyers and Sellers.** What do buyers believe their legal rights and obligations and those of the sellers are, vis-à-vis second-hand storage devices and the data they contain?

To provide the ground truth—necessary for designing survey questionnaires and data analysis—we conduct a brief, non-exhaustive, legal analysis, under Swiss law, for a diverse set of interesting situations. Note that the analysis is relevant for countries other than Switzerland with similar legal systems (e.g., European countries). Note also that, for the sake of simplicity and conciseness, we make simplifying assumptions in our analysis, focusing on the general case; different conclusions could be reached with specific sub-types of individuals, data or contexts. Concretely, we provide answers to different questions about (1) buyers’ legal rights and obligations (e.g., “can buyers make personal use of the remnant data they find?” and “must buyers notify authorities if they find illegal content?”) and (2) the liabilities of other entities (i.e., sellers, platforms, third-party victims) for possible incidents (e.g., “can sellers be held liable if they did not effectively remove sensitive data about others or dangerous data from the device?” and “are platforms liable for such incidents?”). With regard to the latter, while the focus of this paper is on buyers, understanding the liabilities of other entities is crucial to better understand the buyers’ perspective as their actions might be driven by their perceptions of what these entities are entitled to do.

We deploy a small-scale—but with good ecological validity—survey (i.e., a survey with respondents who actually bought second-hand storage devices) in collaboration with the largest online platform for second-hand transactions in Switzerland (N = 46). The survey probes the buyers’ experience, attitude, and behavior with regard to remnant data found and beliefs regarding the associated legal aspects. It also assesses their awareness of the risks and their knowledge regarding the associated technical aspects (e.g., carving).

Our findings show that nearly one-third of the buyers did not at all check for data, 70% formatted their devices, and no one seems to use forensic tools. These findings are indeed surprising. Despite substantial literature on potential risks (e.g., [27]), we are the first to look at whether the risks materialize in practice. Our results seem to indicate (in our, relatively small, dataset at least) that the risks rarely materialize (e.g., because buyers format devices immediately)\(^4\), at least with buyers that are not ill-intentioned. Despite these findings, even incidents for a small number of users can cause severe consequences. This potential detrimental impact was later resonated by the fact that the respondents reported their tendency to keep sensitive data. For example, 15% stated that they would keep financial data. We discovered that the respondent’s attitude toward notifying various entities were greatly dependent on the type of data. The typical pattern was to not notify others about non-sensitive data, to notify sellers about sensitive data, and to notify competent authorities about illegal data. With regard to illegal data (e.g., child sexual abuse material), two thirds of the respondents reported that they would not delete such data. In fact, they wanted to keep such illegal data in order to report it to the authorities. They also believed there is a legal obligation to notify authorities, when in fact, there is none. About 40% could not anticipate that they could be held liable if such data was not deleted. These results indicate that well-intentioned buyers might experience severe problems if they come across such data. Finally, we found other discrepancies between legal facts and users’ beliefs. For instance, several buyers believed they did not have to comply with the seller’s request for deleting data, even though they should.

### 2 RELATED WORK

The presence of remnant data on discarded (trashed but also sold as “second hand”) hard drives and the possibility to recover them was discussed as early as 2003 by Garfinkel and Shelat [18]. In this section, we review related works on (1) remnant data on second-hand storage devices and (2) users’ behavior with respect to second-hand storage devices and risk perception since then.

#### 2.1 Presence of Remnant Data & Implications

The first line of related works is composed of studies that investigate the prevalence and type of remnant data on second-hand storage devices, as well as the associated security and privacy implications. These studies demonstrate the existence of risks; our work investigates whether these risks materialize. These studies are summarized in Table 1 (Appendix A) and categorized based on the type and number of devices analyzed, the country where the study took place, and the type of remnant data found.

A group of researchers studied the presence of remnant data on second-hand storage devices, since 2005, by buying second-hand devices on online marketplaces (e.g., eBay) and analyzing them by using forensic tools and methods [27, 29–32]. They performed, at first, a longitudinal study, covering multiple country markets, on hard disks and then extend their work to the investigation of other

---

\(^4\)While this indicates a lack of data inspection and reduces the chances that the risk materializes immediately, it should be noted that formatting might not ensure data removal and that the buyer, or a future user, might still be able to recover data later.
country markets [2, 26, 38] and other types of second-hand devices such as USB sticks [28] and memory cards [25]. For instance, Jones et al. [25] reported recovering business documents, medical case reports, financial information (credit-card PIN numbers), personally identifiable information (vehicle registration numbers, phone numbers), photos of an intimate nature, and pornographic images. Interestingly, 29% of the memory cards were formatted, but data could still be recovered. They also study repairing unusable second-hand hard disks [48] and focus on hard disks that originate from corporate servers [54]. They reveal that around 60% of these devices contained recoverable data with different degrees of sensitivity such as confidential documents, resumes, crypto-asset keys, and databases. These findings on storage devices align with forensic studies on portable devices (e.g., mobile phones and tablets) [1, 6, 20] and a recent study on wearables (e.g., Fitbit) [40]. For example, Angelopoulou et al. [1] showed that one fifth of second-hand portable devices with remnant data contain the sellers’ identity.

In parallel, a different group conduct similar longitudinal studies that were more focused on portable second-hand devices, such as USB sticks [44, 45] and memory cards [49–52]. They conclude that users fail to sanitize properly their devices and that no improvement can be observed, regardless of the number of available tools and the increase of regulations and publicity for raising awareness of users. A number of assumptions are made regarding the possible reasons behind those alarming observations, such as the lack of awareness about data deletion mechanisms (see Section 2.2). These studies showed that sellers’ privacy could be at serious risk. However, this risk only would materialize if buyers actively seek remnant data (e.g., if they do not wipe the device and use carving methods). Therefore, we focus on collecting buyers’ perspectives and experiences. Also, besides these studies, some real-life incidents are reported in the media. For example, in 2014, BBC News reported a forensic investigation that could recover nude pictures from ‘factory reset’ phones5 or the Guardian reported an individual who was a victim of identity theft after selling his laptop on eBay.6 Roberts et al. [43] conducted a similar analysis for cellphone seized by police departments and subsequently sold at auctions. The study uncovered alarming cases of personal information being exposed, including sensitive information not only about the owners, but also about their personal contacts and victims (i.e., in the case of criminals). Finally, our work aligns with a recent study in the electronics repair industry [9], revealing pervasive privacy violations by technicians, including unauthorized access to users’ data folders, sensitive pictures, and financial information.

Other researchers studied the effectiveness of deletion methods on storage devices. BenRhouma et al. [4] analyze the data left on Android smartphones, after removing applications or doing a factory reset, and show that these operations did not effectively delete user data. Schneider et al. [46] find that remnant data could be recovered from ‘new’ USB sticks due to memory-chip recycling.

---


2.2 Users’ Perspective

The second line of related works is composed of studies on users’ perceptions—mainly sellers—regarding remnant data, in particular their awareness and use of data-deletion mechanisms for sanitizing storage devices they sell on second-hand marketplaces.

**Misleading User Interface and Mental Models.** Gutmann and Warner [21] test the different operations of data deletion (e.g., formatting, wiping) that are available to users on Windows and macOS. They reveal the confusion users face, caused by an unclear interface of the operating systems, when performing data-deletion operations [21]. They show that the terms ‘erase’ and ‘delete’ are used interchangeably—although they do not describe the same mechanism (as explained in Appendix B)—and that operating systems are not sufficiently transparent to users about what really occurs when the users performing such operations. Such design flaws lead users to fail sanitizing their devices effectively. Ramokapane et al. [42] surveyed cloud users and found that users fail to delete data in the personal cloud-storage space due to incorrect mental models or unclear cloud interfaces for data deletion. Interestingly, users develop coping strategies to overcome this problem (e.g., by not storing sensitive data in the cloud). To conclude, unclear user interfaces and users’ incorrect mental models are two important reasons why sellers may leave remnant data on their old devices.

**Security Practices.** Conacher et al. [11] bought a number of USB sticks on eBay, analyzed them, and then deployed a survey to investigate users’ awareness and actions taken to prevent the presence/recovery of remnant data. Most participants (94%) mentioned they would plug in a USB stick if they found one. Surprisingly, only a few participants mentioned they would format the device. In a different context, Tischer et al. [53] intentionally left a large number of USB sticks on their university campus. They found that 98% of them were picked up and in almost half of the cases (45%), the individual who found the device opened the files on it. The study showed that the main motivation for these individuals was altruistic (i.e., to return the device to its owner) and that the majority did not take any precautions when plugging in the device into their computers [53]. While such research provides a general indication of perceived security risks and informs our work, it still needs to be determined how buyers perceive the risks and take protective.

**Sanitizing Practices.** Ceci et al. [8] investigate why users fail to effectively remove data from their devices. The majority of the respondents reported using less secure methods (e.g., manual deletion) or the ‘factory reset’ function, for sanitizing their devices. Even though the majority of the respondents thought data can be easily recovered, they reported not using any secure sanitizing methods with broken devices, thinking that putting files in the recycle bin would be enough to remove data. Also, the participants were more inclined to keep their devices, or give them away to an acquaintance, than to sell them. But only one-third mentioned privacy reasons. Frik et al. [17] show similar findings for older adults who have a misconception about data deletion and might be less aware of potential privacy-related risks. On a different study, Frik et al. [16] indicated that a large number of smartphone users are uninformed about the presence of data-erasing methods. Diesburg et al. [12] survey participants who were willing to trade their
old USB sticks for new ones. But they do not find a statistically significant correlation between user perception of deletion/data recovery and the method they effectively used before trading the devices. Finally, Krumay [34] interviews company managers about the handling of electronic devices at their end of life (EoL) and showed that regulations are not always in place and that privacy awareness influences how data is handled at EoL.

Research Gaps. Earlier studies mainly considered the perceptions and behaviors of sellers—not the perspectives of buyers. Buyers can both exploit remnant data and be victimized by it. Thus, investigating the case of remnant data from their perspective is paramount. Moreover, previous research did not study the legal aspects of buying/selling. In particular, regarding buyers’ perception of their responsibility toward remnant data, our knowledge is limited. The only relevant study is from Glisson et al. [19] who explored the legal and ethical implications behind the use of second-hand devices for researchers (but not for the lay users who sell and buy such devices).

3 LEGAL ANALYSIS

To establish the ground truth for putting in perspective users’ beliefs about the legal aspects of the remnant data on storage devices (see RQ4), we provide insights about users’ legal rights and obligations concerning online transactions for second-hand storage devices. The objective of the legal analysis is to identify key points for discussion and inform the survey design and analysis. While the legal analysis is not exhaustive, serving more as an issue spotter, it strategically highlights diverse and pertinent legal aspects. This approach allows us to gain rich and valuable insights on different facets of the problem within the constraints of space and scope of our study. This brief legal analysis is conducted by two of the authors who are legal scholars—experts in the considered legal aspects. One of them is also a practicing attorney. We based this analysis on Swiss law where the study was conducted. Since there is no specific legislation in Switzerland regarding the second-hand market, we rely on a variety of relevant laws, including criminal law and certain provisions of data protection law (which is very similar to that of the EU, but different from that of the US). An introduction to Swiss law is provided in Appendix C.

Here, we first define data ownership. Individuals do not own data. They have rights on data, mainly intellectual property rights on protected content and, to protect themselves, personality rights. The data subject (i.e., the identified or identifiable individual to whom the data relates) has rights, and the data controller (i.e., the entity who processes data) has obligations. This means that when the buyer acquires the second-hand device, they legally own the device and the transferred rights on the data. For remnant data, there is generally a lack of knowledge/willingness to validly transfer any right on this data, unless specified in the ad posted on the platform.

3.1 Legal Analysis Limitations

Our legal analysis has several limitations. First and foremost, it is important to note that our analysis is primarily rooted in Swiss law. Given the significant variations in criminal offenses across jurisdictions, the conditions of application may differ, requiring careful verification in each case. Consequently, the applicability of our legal analysis should be approached with caution outside the Swiss context. Nevertheless, with respect to data protection laws, it is noteworthy that Swiss law closely aligns with GDPR.[7] making our analysis potentially more relevant for EU jurisdictions. While the shared principles discussed in our analysis may have relevance in various countries, it is crucial to exercise greater caution in applying our findings to jurisdictions with distinct legal frameworks, particularly in the US, where the absence of comprehensive privacy legislation necessitates careful consideration.

Moreover, our analysis reveals specific distinctions between Swiss and US law in critical areas. For instance, differences exist in the treatment of child sexual abuse material reporting obligations, where explicit requirements for service providers in Switzerland may not align with those in the US, especially for individual users. Additionally, our findings indicate variations in the legality of using inadvertently remnant data. US law generally permits such use in certain contexts, considering factors such as trade secrets, and privacy, but not copyright.

Lastly, our analysis, constrained by space limitations and the need to establish a “definitive” ground truth, incorporates simplifying assumptions and introducing a level of abstraction that may lack nuances in certain aspects. This is a deliberate choice for the sake of interdisciplinary clarity. It is crucial to acknowledge that the answer to many legal questions posed in our analysis often depends on the specific context, with potential exceptions. To address this inherent limitation and the complexity of legal interpretation, we recognize the role of prosecutorial discretion and potential defenses arising from unevenly enforced laws. While our analysis offers general insights, the application of specific legal principles may vary based on judicial and prosecutorial discretion, adding a layer of complexity that extends beyond the scope of this study. We have explicitly marked these simplifying assumptions in the following sections (labeled as ▲ at the beginning of the statement), indicating that the marked conclusion holds in the general case but might vary in specific instances, depending on factors such as individuals, data types, context, or judicial and prosecutorial discretion.

3.2 The Buyers’ Perspective

Potential Liability for “Intrinsically Illegal” Content. One shall distinguish between content that is illegal per se and other content. Intrinsically illegal content is any content that the legislature has deemed so harmful that the mere fact of knowingly possessing it is likely to be held liable, for instance child sexual abuse material. Concretely, it means the mere possession of child sexual abuse material is a criminal offense, even if the buyer did not seek or want to acquire such content.[8] The fact that the buyer willingly chooses to keep this content after knowing its nature is punishable (except in specific cases, e.g., if the buyer is instructed to do so by the authorities when reporting the offense to them).[9]

To be liable, it is not necessarily required to recover them through carving. Although it might differ in other jurisdictions, in Switzerland, there is no clear obligation to notify the criminal justice authorities who process data) has obligations. This means that when the buyer acquires the second-hand device, they legally own the device and the transferred rights on the data. For remnant data, there is generally a lack of knowledge/willingness to validly transfer any right on this data, unless specified in the ad posted on the platform.

3.1 Legal Analysis Limitations

Our legal analysis has several limitations. First and foremost, it is important to note that our analysis is primarily rooted in Swiss law. Given the significant variations in criminal offenses across jurisdictions, the conditions of application may differ, requiring careful verification in each case. Consequently, the applicability of our legal analysis should be approached with caution outside the
Potential Liability for “Illegal Uses” of the Data. Here, we review finding other types of data that are not intrinsically illegal but whose usage can be punishable by law (i.e., some usage is illegal). For instance, if a buyer discovers nudes (i.e., intimate personal photos featuring naked people) or family pictures, of which possession is not per se illegal, they could decide to use these to blackmail the seller. The Swiss law limits buyers from freely using such data. This follows both from the principle of good faith and specific legal provisions, such as the rules on the protection of personality and intellectual property rights. Therefore, if the seller forgets documents that hold corporate secrets, it is difficult to accept that the seller had any intent to share it with the buyer. The buyer would then be acting in bad faith if they sell the data. Similarly, if they find a draft of a book written by the seller, they would be acting illegally and in bad faith if they publish it under their own name. However, this depends on the interpretation and specific criteria for the intellectual property status of the document. The same logic applies when a buyer finds credentials or redeemable financial data (e.g., vouchers) and uses them. Again, it also depends on the type of voucher/service and possibly, for the punishment, on the amount.

Potential Liability for Recovering Data through “Carving”. By recovering data through carving, the buyer could commit an additional offense (i.e., concurrent sentencing). This raises the question of whether the recovery of data is in itself unlawful. Two criminal norms are relevant in Switzerland: Art. 179novies SCC (i.e., obtaining personal data without authorization) and Art. 143 SCC (i.e., unauthorized obtainment of data). While the former makes it an offense to obtain without authorization sensitive personal data “which is not freely accessible,” the latter punishes the obtainment of data “that is not intended for them and has been specially secured (e.g., by a password, deletion) to prevent their access.” This question is addressed neither in the literature nor in the case law. In our opinion, it could be assumed that recovering data, through carving, fulfills Art. 179novies SCC and Art. 143 SCC.

Potential Liability for “Personal Uses of Non-intrinsically Illegal” Data. For content protected by intellectual property rights (e.g., music, films), acquired by the seller either legally or illegally, and either available in the clear or recovered through carving, the general principle is that the buyer cannot freely use such data. A case-by-case analysis is necessary to establish if and to what extent the seller can share or transmit these rights, and if this was the common intent of the seller and the buyer. However, Art. 19 CopA provides that “any personal use of a work or use within a circle of persons closely connected to each other, such as relatives or friends” is permitted. For instance, if the buyer finds movies, they can legally watch them. However, if they opt for sharing it on social media or for publicly sharing even a nature landscape picture of the seller’s holidays, they could be held liable because this is forbidden by intellectual property laws. Overall, it can assumed that if the buyer finds data that is not intrinsically illegal and either keeps it for themselves or uses it in a strictly personal way, they cannot be held liable, as long as they neither communicate nor sell the data. For example, if they find personal nude photos (e.g., of the seller or of their contacts), they can legally keep them and make personal use of them (e.g., look at them).

Summary. In order to avoid liability, buyers should destroy intrinsically illegal contents when they discover them, preferably after having communicated them to the competent authorities (optional). Although it might differ in other jurisdictions, if a buyer keeps non-personal data (such as natural landscape photos) for themselves, there is no legal basis for obliging the buyer to inform anyone, apart from common sense and the general principle of good faith. However, it is safe to assume that if they find and keep personal data (such as pictures of the seller’s family on holiday), they might be subject to the FADP. According to this law (that generally does not apply to a mere domestic use, e.g., without communication), the mere act of keeping data is considered processing, so the buyer becomes the controller of the data, with all the obligations it implies. Hence, the buyer (controller) must inform the data subjects that they have collected their data, unless the provision of contact information is not possible or if it is possible only with disproportionate inconvenience or expense.

The act of deleting data from the device is a strong signal of closure that indicates that the seller did not want the buyer to discover, keep and/or use the data. However, it could also be considered that, if data can be recovered through carving, the buyer insufficiently protected the data and could therefore be held liable.
In accordance with Swiss law, if a buyer finds content that indicates a criminal offense, they can report it to prosecution authorities such as the police—but they do not have a legal duty to do so. Notwithstanding the lack of obligation to report, they should report it to the authorities if they do not want to take the risk of being held liable for assisting offenders (and for moral reasons). If the buyer is harmed, for instance, because the device they bought contains, in the clear, ransomware, they can lodge a criminal complaint and claim for damages. Finally, if the seller asks the buyer to delete the data found on the device, it is preferable to comply. If the buyer refuses to do so, the seller can sue them (e.g., based on intellectual property law, privacy law, or data protection law). After which, the authority can order the buyer to return/delete the data.

3.3 The Sellers’ Perspective

We consider that the seller is the owner of the device (in our study, we excluded professional sellers).

Potential Liability. It is important to keep in mind that the seller can be convicted if and only if they act intentionally. Criminal offenses include, for example, the breach of secrecy, confidentiality, and security measures, but also the damage to data, computer fraud, the sharing of illegal content, etc. Notwithstanding the specifics of the case, the seller can be criminally liable if, they willingly leave on the device, in the clear, confidential, or dangerous data (e.g., malware). The same applies when they know there is malware on the device.

If the seller acts through negligence, they can be criminally convicted only if the legal provision specifically stipulates so. In this context, the seller’s profession or technical skills can be taken into consideration when the judge assesses their guilt. For instance, if a seller with limited computer knowledge deletes sensitive data related to another individual (e.g., photos of their partner naked) but this data is recovered through carving (which they did not know was possible) and shared by the buyer, it is unlikely that the seller can be held liable from a criminal perspective. A computer scientist, however, is likely to be held liable. Note, however, that civil liability (for suffered damages) is independent from a criminal conviction, under Swiss law.

Summary. Ideally, sellers should use secure data-deletion techniques before handing over the device to the buyer. If the seller deletes the data without knowing it could still be retrieved, for instance through carving, it could reasonably be assumed that the seller has no intention to commit an infraction hence should not be liable. Nevertheless, if the seller is a data controller (e.g., a company selling servers on which it stored data of its clients), they must take technical and organizational measures appropriate to the risk (e.g., hire a professional to effectively erase the data). The seller should report such a data breach to the data-protection authorities.

3.4 The Platforms’ Perspective

There is no general monitoring or active obligation to find criminal sellers, preventively. In Switzerland, there are no laws dealing specifically with the obligations of digital platforms. Although there is no precedent, we should consider that there is a general obligation to act to avoid complicity, at least when the platform has been informed by a criminal justice authority. For example, if a court orders the platform to shut down the account of a seller who sold devices containing malware, but the platform does not react, it might be held liable for complicity.

3.5 The Third-Party Victims’ Perspective

We study third parties—besides the buyers and sellers—that can be the victim of such incidents. A victim can be, for instance, a person whose data is processed or a person who appears in a nude photo found on the second-hand storage device of the seller is blackmailed by the buyer. This is a typical interdependent privacy situation. In this situation, we identify three main legal remedies, in accordance with Swiss law. First, under criminal law, the victim can lodge a criminal complaint (in this case, for blackmail) with the authorities (mainly the police and the public prosecutor). Second, if the victim’s personality is harmed (e.g., the buyer publishes the nudes on a social network, the buyer simply refuses to delete the nudes), they can act on the basis of Art. 28ss of the Swiss Civil Code and claim civil damages. Third, the victim can demand that, based on the data protection law, the buyer stops processing and/or deletes their personal data.

4 METHODOLOGY

To study the behaviors/attitudes and beliefs (w.r.t. the associated legal aspects) of buyers of second-hand storage devices, we deployed an online survey to users with real experience (N = 46 answers).

4.1 Recruitment

To increase the ecological validity of our survey and the quality of the collected data, we recruited our respondents among users of Ricardo, as the respondents actually bought a storage device on the platform. Ricardo is the most popular online classified ads platform for transactions of second-hand products in Switzerland, with more than 4 million members and more than 1.9 million active ads. Compared to its competitor, eBay, Ricardo had five times more sales in Switzerland in 2010. We conducted the study in the Fall of 2021.
In partnership with Ricardo, we conducted a questionnaire to collect information about their users who fulfilled our recruitment criteria:

1. **Being a non-professional user of Ricardo** (to focus on lay users, not on those who use the platform for their businesses);
2. **Having bought a used second-hand storage device** (e.g., drives, memory card, USB stick) on Ricardo in the last 12 months (to support a better recollection of the transaction);
3. **Having chosen German as their preferred language on Ricardo** (to avoid differences in interpretation caused by the use of multiple translations of the questionnaire; German is the most spoken language in Switzerland);
4. **Having subscribed to Ricardo’s newsletter** (to exclude users who prefer to not receive additional information).

From the initial set of transactions over a period of 12 months, Ricardo retained 1,184 eligible transactions. They filtered this set by excluding buyers who had opted out from receiving information from the platform, buyers who had registered as professional users, buyers who selected a language other than German for their communications with the platform, and transactions with brand new (i.e., unused) or broken devices. We further excluded, after closer inspection, transactions that had been misclassified by sellers (e.g., empty NAS units, RAM). Some buyers were involved in more than one transaction. We kept only the most recent transaction for each buyer, to optimize their recollection of the transaction. We identified 472 unique eligible buyers. The breakdown of the transactions, in terms of device type, was as follows: 368 drives (incl. 167 SSDs), 62 memory cards, and 42 USB sticks.

### 4.2 Design of the Online Survey Questionnaire

We designed a questionnaire with seven sections to collect information about respondents’ real experiences, their attitudes toward security practices for specific types of data, their beliefs about legal rights and obligations of the buyers and sellers, and about their general knowledge about technology and security. The questionnaire included a total of 20 questions with 150 items (e.g., statements in grid questions). However, each respondent received at most 137 items based on their specific answers and experiences. The verbatim version of the questionnaire is available in Appendix D. The full version is available in Supplementary 1.

**Sec. A: Security Knowledge.** To assess the security knowledge of the respondents, we presented them with eight statements (four true and four false)—split in two blocks (see Q1–Q2)—about data-deletion and -recovery techniques, and malware. The knowledge questions were asked using a seven-point Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. We presented this section first, as the following questions could have biased respondents.

**Sec. B: Experience (w.r.t device and data).** To collect direct observations of buyers’ behavior, we used the critical incident technique [14], where we asked them to remember their experiences of buying a second-hand device (i.e., related to the most recent purchase on the platform). This technique has been used in many security & privacy studies to collect users’ experiences (e.g., [10]).

The section began with questions about if the respondents found any data after plugging in the device they purchased (see Q3). The respondents can select ‘Yes,’ ‘No,’ ‘I do not remember,’ or ‘I did not check.’ The respondents who answered ‘Yes,’ were further asked about the type of data they found (see Q4). Before designing the questionnaire, we identified different types of data based on the literature review, summarized in Appendix A. We included a wide variety of data types including regular or sensitive photos of the seller, confidential data that disclosed information about the seller, passwords, financial data, data about illegal activities, illegal content, data related to an identified organization, and any data related to identified third-party individuals other than the seller. We also included an “Other” option; respondents could use it to mention that they did not check the data types or did not remember. We also asked the respondents whether the data was accessible “in the clear” on the device or if they used a specific file-recovery technique (e.g., carving) (see Q5). Next, we focused on specific data-types found by the respondents. For each checked data-type, we asked three customized questions on whether they deleted the file (see Q6), if they used it, e.g., opening, copying, printing, sharing (see Q7), and if they contacted any entity to notify them about the data they found (see Q8). The entities included the seller (to be contacted via the Ricardo platform), a third-party individual or organization that owned the data, the authorities, or a contact person from the Ricardo platform. The last three questions were repeated if respondents found data types other than those we listed.

Finally, we asked all the respondents about the precautionary actions they took (predefined list plus an “other, please specify” text box, see Q9). We asked if they formatted the device, scanned it using anti-virus software, or if they first plugged the device into a device other than their main device. We also asked if their device was infected by malware from the purchased equipment and, if so, what kind of malware, e.g., spyware, ransomware (see Q10–Q11).

**Sec. C: Attitudes (w.r.t. data).** To investigate respondents’ attitudes toward different actions, we used hypothetical scenarios. For any type of data that was reported as not found, in Sec. B, we asked a question with seven statements. We asked the respondents to imagine they had found a particular type of data on the device they purchased. Then we asked them how likely they would be to delete the data or to use it in any way, and whether they would notify the device owner, data subject (individual or organization), authorities, or the platform (see Q12). We used a seven-point Likert scale.

**Sec. D: Legal Beliefs.** To capture the respondents’ beliefs about the legal rights and obligations of a seller and of a buyer upon selling or buying a second-hand storage device, we presented them with 21 statements and asked them to what extent they agree or disagree with the statements using the seven-point Likert scale, from strongly disagree to strongly agree (see Q13).

Twelve statements were relevant to specific data-types on what users think is their right to do or what they should avoid doing with specific data found on their device, such as having the right to
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42We relied on Ricardo’s predefined product categories by which users label ads. We manually checked the validity of the user-declared type of storage devices sold.

43All supplementary materials are available in the Open Science Framework (OSF) repository. See https://osf.io/esyvE/.

44Our goal was not to establish the respondents’ knowledge but to assess their intuitions about legal aspects. The middle point could be used by respondents who are unsure or judge the item context-dependent.
make personal use of the data, sharing the data on social media, not deleting the data, etc. For instance, “If I find redeemable financial data (e.g., crypto-assets, vouchers) I can legally cash them in.” Nine statements focused on users’ general perceptions of rights and obligations. The respondents were asked if they have the right to use carving or forensic tools to access data deleted by the previous owner, if they are obliged to notify anyone about the data they found, or if the seller or the platform are liable for such incidents. For instance, “If a used device I bought contains malware in the clear, the second-hand shopping platform can be held liable.”

Sec. E: Background. To further characterize the respondents, we asked them about their age and gender (see Q14–Q15). We also assessed their privacy concerns using three-item Internet Users’ Information Privacy Concerns (IUIPC) [36] (see Q16).

Sec. F: Security Practices. To measure the respondents’ general security practices and skills in everyday life, we adopted the questions from the Security Behavior Intentions Scale (SeBIS) [13] (see Q17). We added two statements on security practices (see Q17), inspired by a previous research [53]. We used a five-point Likert scale, from never to always. The question about security skills (see Q18) asked whether they know how to use anti-viruses, how to empty the trash bin of their device, to format or to wipe their device, etc. We used a seven-point Likert scale, from very untrue of me to very true of me.

Sec. G: Expectations. To assess users’ expectations from online second-hand shopping platforms, we asked if they would have liked to receive more information from the platform when they bought a second-hand storage device (see Q19) and, if so, if such information should be about technical aspects (i.e., security & privacy risks) and/or legal aspects (i.e., rights, obligations, and liability). Using an open-ended question, we also asked them if they would change anything in the buying process (see Q20). Finally, we debriefed respondents by providing them information on the security & privacy risks, and on their legal rights and obligations.

4.3 Procedure
We had the questionnaire proofread by a professional German teacher and by two Ricardo employees. Also, we conducted a cognitive pretest with a native (Swiss) German-speaking colleague (not involved in this research), familiar with Ricardo. The cognitive pretest was conducted in person with two co-authors accompanying the participant. We asked him to read the questions aloud and to explain what the questions meant to him. We also asked the participant to notify us when the question was not clear. From this practice, we modified several questions. For example, we made some of the text entry questions non-compulsory, when they were part of attitude statements deemed unlikely by respondents (e.g., Q12) and we added emphasis to some of the statements on security practices to facilitate reading (e.g., Q17). The invitation e-mails were sent to eligible candidate respondents (see Section 4.1) through Ricardo’s newsletter service. The e-mail invited candidate respondents to participate in an online survey on security & privacy when buying used electronic storage devices. We mentioned the aim of our research and how eligible candidate respondents were selected. The respondents were offered a CHF 15 voucher for filling out a 20-minute-long survey (median completion time ≈ 26 minutes).

4.4 Data Analysis
We used descriptive analysis to report the outcome of the survey. For consistency, we define determiners-to-percentage mapping based on the frequency: a few for n = 2–5 respondents, several for n = 6–10 respondents, some for n = 11–15 respondents, about half for n = 16–23 respondents, most for n = 24–35 respondents, almost all for n = 36–45 respondents, and all for n = 46 respondents.

4.5 Ethics
We debriefed our respondents at the end of the survey, to inform them about the security & privacy risks associated with second-hand storage devices (i.e., technical debriefing) and about their legal rights and obligations with regard to remnant data (i.e., legal debriefing). The debriefing content was simplified for conciseness. In particular, we offered general information about legal rights and obligations rather than individual legal recommendation. Because some of the legal conclusions were not necessarily moral or aligned with community norms (e.g., according to the law, buyers are allowed to keep the personal data of the sellers), we later contacted our respondents and clarified that: (1) the technical recommendation was provided by computer scientists, experts in security, and the legal recommendation provided by legal scholars experts in Swiss law, (2) the debriefing was kept simple for conciseness, the legal recommendation applies within Swiss jurisdictions and may not be valid in other jurisdictions, and that they can contact us for more complex cases, (3) some legal findings might not be in line with moral values and we encourage them to adopt a moral behavior even if they are not obliged to do so by law (e.g., to delete personal data left unintentionally). The debriefing and our message are available in Supplementary 2 and Supplementary 3, respectively.

Some questions in our survey asked the respondents to confess illegal activities (e.g., declaring activities related to data carving or having unlawfully processed data found on their storage device) they had done, if any. While collecting self-incriminating data is a common approach in some research topics (see, for example, intimate partner violence [15], cyberbullying [23], and coercive sexting [33]) it can subject research participants to risk. To protect our participants, we ensured not to be subject to any obligation to report a criminal offense and anonymized the data in order to not be able to re-identify the respondents. We also used forgiving and familiar wording in the survey to normalize the behaviors that might not be socially desirable. However, we did not learn of any illegal activity after data collection. Having said that, we should note that researchers in Switzerland are generally not required to report illegal activities to the authorities. We used some personal information such as the title of the transactions/Advertisements (e.g., “USB2.0-’Stick32GB, rot”) to personalize the questionnaire, but we deleted them together with the unique survey link after data collection. The study was approved by our IRB.

4.6 Survey Limitations
Our sample size was relatively small compared with typical online surveys. Nonetheless, we believe our survey findings are valuable, as they were collected from the users who were recent, actual buyers of second-hand storage devices. As such, they have a higher ecological validity than the information we could have obtained.
with generic respondents from crowdsourcing platforms. To mitigate the potential issues related to over-representation, we reported the actual number of responses alongside the percentages. Furthermore, the population of our respondents consisted mostly of males over the age of 50. In terms of gender, our sample is roughly representative of the Ricardo’s customers for the considered products, however, we cannot assess it for age, as we do not have age information. Also, while Ricardo was an appropriate case study in Switzerland, future studies in different countries should take into account the platforms most used in those countries.

Given we used a survey for data collection, our methodology has a typical limitation of the self-report bias (see, e.g., self-report bias in security research [55]), where some respondents may not give truthful answers, particularly for some of the sensitive questions (e.g., those related to RQ1 and RQ3). To alleviate this problem, first, we ensured our respondents that their data would be kept private and anonymized (see Section 4.5). Second, we combined different approaches for screening respondents [39], before data analysis. We checked the response quality to ensure we did not have speeders or straightliners among the respondents. We also checked the quality of open-ended answers to ensure that all respondents provided meaningful responses. However, our results should be taken cautiously as some respondents may not disclose all information about their experiences with remnant data. Also, we used hypothetical scenarios to collect the respondents’ attitudes toward remnant data in part of the survey (see Section 5.3).

Finally, we have focused on the latest purchase of each respondent and studied average buyers who mostly purchased once or twice. The respondents might have found data on the other devices they purchased and that we did not investigate those events. Future work should also study (frequent) buyers who might be curiously or maliciously inspecting remnant data.

### 4.7 General Statistics

A total of 46 respondents completed the survey, corresponding to a 9.7% response rate. Respondents were predominantly men (91.3%, n = 42). Only 4.3% (n = 2) were women and 4.3% (n = 2) preferred not to specify their gender. Male buyers make up a similarly high proportion in the set of eligible transactions (85%), as well as in the entire set of relevant transactions recorded over the reference period (86%). More than half of the respondents were aged 50 or older. The following summarizes the age distribution: 18–20 (4.3%, n = 2), 21–29 (4.3%, n = 2), 30–39 (15.2%, n = 7), 40–49 (23.9%, n = 11), 50–59 (26.1%, n = 12), and 60+ (26.1%, n = 12).45

Respondents’ level of privacy concerns (measured by IUlPC) was 5.0 (SD=1.6), thus indicating that our respondents’ general level of privacy concerns was relatively high. Regarding security practices (see Section 4.2-Sec. F), our respondents’ scores on security behavior intentions was better than the average for SeBIS [13].

Only 6.5% (n = 3) of the respondents answered that they would often or always plug USB sticks that they find into their electronic devices (Q17-SS) and 10.8% (n = 5) mentioned sometimes. These self-reported attitudes seem to be at odds with the observed behavior of Tischer et al. [53], where a much larger number plugged in the USB sticks they found. This discrepancy could be explained by the privacy paradox [3], in which users state being worried about their privacy but take relatively little action to preserve it.46 However, when we asked the respondents if they would plug USB sticks given by their family, friends, or colleagues (Q17-S6), a relatively higher number answered positively: 36.9% (n = 17) often or always and 39.1% (n = 18) sometimes.

### 5 FINDINGS

#### 5.1 Security Knowledge

We assessed the respondents’ awareness and knowledge of security & privacy risks related to second-hand storage devices, and of techniques for mitigating such risks (see 4.2-Sec. A). Figures 1a and 1b depict the respondents’ responses to the true (top) and false (bottom) statements, respectively. Correctly, almost all respondents agreed that plugging a USB stick into a computer can enable malware (84.8%, n = 39). However, about half of the respondents agreed that it could also physically damage the computer (e.g., USB Killer)47. Also almost all correctly understood that data can be recovered from a device even after the trash bin has been emptied (84.8%, n = 39) or most of the respondents understood that data can be recovered even if the device has been formatted (71.7%, n = 33), that antivirus programs can scan both internal and external drives (82.6%, n = 38), and that fully erasing all data from a storage device is still technically possible (78.2%, n = 36). Mistakenly, about half of the respondents (45.6%, n = 21) thought that pressing a powerful magnet on a USB stick could erase it; this shows that a considerable proportion of respondents are not aware of—or do not understand—the technology used in USB sticks (i.e., flash memory, not magnetic disk). In summary, our respondents had a good level of awareness.

#### 5.2 Experience

Our respondents reported scant actual experiences with data found after buying second-hand storage devices (see 4.2-Sec. B).48 Indeed, 58.7% (n = 27) indicated they did not find any data, 34.8% (n = 16) that they did not check whether the device contained data (e.g., they formatted it right away without checking), and 4.3% (n = 2) did not recollect whether they found any data. This shows that although the privacy risks associated with remnant data is real, as demonstrated by previous work, it does not seem to materialize, in our setup at least (self-reported data about last purchase for a small sample in Switzerland). Note that our results focus more on “accidental” materialization (i.e., buyers finding data by accident) rather than on “intentional” materialization (buyers purchasing devices with the goal of finding and exploiting remnant data). Note also that users who bought devices intending to search for remnant data would opt out of responding. Only one respondent (2.2%, n = 1) reported finding data, described as “typical files one would find even on a new storage device.” (e.g., device documentation in PDF). This respondent reported keeping the data, not using it, and not notifying anyone about it. Almost all respondents
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45We do not have the age information of the customers for eligible (and ineligible) transactions who did not take our survey.

46Note that this is an hypothesis, it is not supported by the findings of this study, and it would require to be tested by future studies.


48Note that the questions were asked about their most recent purchase; thus, they might have found data in previous purchases.
We focus on two actions: deleting data and using data. When considering the option of deleting the remnant data, despite the lack of legal obligations, almost all respondents indicated they would more likely delete banal data, such as regular photos of nature landscapes (93.5% or n = 43, moderately or extremely likely). In the case of sensitive-data types, including private photos (e.g., depicting people being naked), confidential data (e.g., bank statements, work contracts, pay slips), credentials, passwords, and personal information related to other identified individuals, most respondents (at least 69.6% or n = 32) would be extremely likely to delete the data. This is indeed a safer strategy as Swiss law limits the use of data that is not intrinsically illegal but whose usage can be punishable by law. However, a few respondents (10.9% or n = 5) also reported their intention to not delete such data. This minority population was even larger (15.2–26.1% or n = 7–12) in the scenarios where the remnant data was redeemable financial data or data related to an identified organization. Such users could be held liable if they sell or misuse the data. In the case of data providing evidence of illegal activities or illegal content, more than two-thirds of respondents indicated they would not delete data. We elaborate on this somewhat surprising result below.

As for using the remnant data, regardless of the data type, most respondents (at least 73.9% or n = 34) indicated they would not use the data. The exceptions were for the most problematic data types: evidence of illegal activities and illegal content, where more respondents reported they would use the data. Presumably, these respondents intended to use such data (i.e., open it or watch it) to understand the content to report it to competent authorities. The following findings shed more light on this.

We analyzed the respondents’ attitudes toward notifying five types of entities for five data types. The respondents reported they would notify different entities based on data types: For data types such as redeemable financial data, credentials, passwords, and confidential data disclosing information about the seller, most respondents reported they would likely notify the seller (≈60–70%). There was slightly less agreement (≈46–54%) about notifying the seller about innocuous data such as regular photos, and even about more problematic data types that could either be embarrassing (e.g., sensitive private photos) or could entail a certain liability (e.g., data related to an organization or to another individual). In contrast, for data representing illegal activities or illegal content, almost all respondents (≈93–98%) would not contact the seller, rather they would notify competent authorities—as encouraged by Swiss law.

When asked whether they would notify an identified (third-party) individual concerned by the data found, almost half of the respondents indicated that this would be extremely unlikely. Redeemable financial data elicited the highest likelihood of contacting a third-party individual (21.8% or n = 10, extremely likely). Similar attitudes were recorded when respondents were given the option to contact an identified organization concerned by the remnant data. Only several respondents were extremely likely to use this option. This is surprising as, according to Swiss law, the data controllers must inform the data subjects. Regarding the most common data types, when asked whether they would notify the platform, between half and two-thirds of the respondents were reticent to do so; with the exception of evidence of illegal activities and illegal content. 32.6% (n = 15) and 39.1% (n = 18) of the respondents mentioned

---

**5.3 Attitudes Regarding Remnant Data**

We present our findings about the respondents’ attitudes to hypothetical scenarios involving remnant data (see 4.2-Sec. C). Figure 2 shows seven courses of action for the nine data types.
they would extremely likely contact the platform if they found illegal content or evidence of illegal activities. This highlights the potential interest in enabling such functionality (see Appendices F and G for potential associations between different attitudes).

5.4 Beliefs about Legal Rights and Obligations

We present our findings with regard to the respondents’ beliefs about their legal rights and obligations when they purchase second-hand storage devices. We split the “true” and “false” statements and showed them in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively. For true statements, correct answers are colored in blue, corresponding to what agree, agree, and strongly agree. For false statements, correct answers are colored in blue, corresponding to somewhat disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree. The statements are coded with numbers in the figures to be referred to in the following paragraphs and in Q5 in Appendix D (denoted with ‘l’).

First, we discuss results related to users’ general perceptions of rights and obligations. Almost all respondents (80.4%, n = 37) ascertained correctly that if they found data from the seller on a used device they bought, they could not consider that the seller had left data willingly for them to use (l15). However, responses varied widely when asked if the buyer had a legal obligation to notify the seller (l17), an identified organization (l16), or an identified individual (l18). Only 33–39% (n = 15–18) of the individuals knew for certain (i.e., strongly disagree and disagree) that they are not obliged to notify these entities. Most respondents (52%, n = 24) knew that they are legally obliged to delete data if they are asked to do so by the seller (l7). In summary, respondents hold the belief that remnant data is probably the result of forgetfulness. Some mistakenly think that they are obliged to inform sellers but that they do not need to comply with the seller’s request to delete the data.

For some of the statements, the truth is in fact more nuanced and context dependent.
Only several respondents (21.8%, n = 10) knew that the seller can be held liable if the device contains malware (I.4). About 21.8% (n = 10) mistakenly thought that the platform can be held liable for malware (I.21); this is false. Therefore, in the malware infection case, it seems users do not have enough information about who can be held responsible. Almost all respondents (78.3%, n = 36) correctly believed that they do not have the right to use specialized software to gain access to data that has been encrypted or password-protected by the seller (I.13). However, about half of the respondents (43.5%, n = 20) knew that using forensic techniques to access previously deleted data is illegal (I.14). Both of these statements are false if the intention is to recover data against the will of the seller. Therefore, it seems necessary to remind buyers that they are not allowed to use carving or other forensic techniques on purchased devices.

The rest of the legal questions targeted specific data types that we present below. In the event of finding evidence of illegal activities and/or illegal content, such as child sexual abuse material, almost all respondents (>80%, n = 37–38) were convinced they had the legal obligation to report it to the competent authorities (I.19 & I.20); whereas, in fact, they do not. Noticeably, about 43.5% (n = 20) of them failed to anticipate that they could be held liable if they do not delete such data (I.2). The relationship between the deletion of child sexual abuse material and its reporting is evident. As seen in Section 5.3, buyers might choose to keep such problematic data with the intention of reporting it to the competent authorities, which is not inherently illegal. If buyers believe reporting is mandatory and are willing to comply, authorities would likely provide guidance on whether to delete the material. This approach ensures that buyers ultimately align their actions with legal requirements, even if they were initially unaware of potential liabilities associated with mere possession.

Regarding personal use of the seller’s nude photos (I.1), most respondents (76.1%, n = 35) mistakenly believed that such data could not be legally kept and used by the buyer. It could be interpreted that, in the absence of legal knowledge, respondents make use of their common sense and general appreciation of right and wrong (or empathy) to establish whether they are legally entitled to do something. For the same data-type (personal nude photos), most respondents (54.3%, n = 25) truly believed that the seller could be held liable if the seller did not delete the data that belonged to a third-party individual, such as the seller’s partner (I.5). However, they disagreed that the seller could be held liable for the same event, in case if they did delete the data (I.6). Thus, they believed the seller could be held liable in one case but not in the other. Most respondents (76%, n = 35) correctly ascertained that recovered data related to an identified organization could not be sold legally (I.9). There was no clear trend about whether remnant purchased songs, movies, and software could be kept and used personally (I.3). However, most respondents (67.4%, n = 31) correctly identified that they were not legally entitled to post on social media any original nature landscape photos found on the purchased device (I.8). Almost all respondents also had similar correct beliefs with regard to not being entitled to use credentials (I.10: 91.3%, n = 42), to publish a book (I.11: 89.1%, n = 41), and to cash redeemable financial data (I.12: 91.3%, n = 42).

5.5 Expectations
30.4% (n = 14) of the respondents indicated that, when they completed the specific transaction, they would have liked to receive from the platform more information on the legal aspects of transactions such as rights, obligations, and liabilities. 30.4% (n = 14) would have liked to have more information on the technical aspects of transactions, such as security and privacy risks. The respondents (buyers) reported several takeaways from answering the questionnaire: avoid connecting the purchased storage device directly to their main computer, inform themselves about the related rights and obligations, and use an antivirus program. Thus, providing buyers with a reminder of the security risks and solutions, as well as their legal rights and obligations, was deemed useful by the respondents.

6 DISCUSSION
We found that, in general, buyers tend to delete remnant data; but, some keep sensitive data (see RQ1). The buyers believe they can notify others about the remnant data they find. In particular, if the data is sensitive, many users are inclined to notify the sellers and to notify authorities if the data contains any illegal content or evidence of illegal activities. Our respondents were well aware of security risks and solutions (see RQ2). They reported, taking some precautions such as formatting their device, plugging it into a secondary computer, and/or using antivirus software. As a plausible result of taking these precautions and/or not actively looking for data (or simply the absence of threat on the device), they reported very few incidents where they found any data (see RQ3). We collected insights into buyers’ attitudes (i.e., how they would behave if they found any data).

With regard to legal rights and obligations (see RQ4), we identified several regulations that are not well-known by buyers of second-hand storage devices and that could lead to misunderstandings. For instance, buyers do not have any legal obligation to report to other entities about the remnant data. Our respondents, however, thought otherwise. Although there is a mismatch between applicable regulations and users’ beliefs, this could be helpful for both buyers and sellers, where most buyers, altruistically, can take more responsibility. Perhaps, the hazardous mismatch was related to data with illegal content, where buyers thought they could keep such data on their devices. Whereas, they could be held liable if they do not immediately delete it or report it to the competent authorities.

Some findings show users behave in common-sense ways. But they are still insightful. For instance, keeping illegal content (e.g., child sexual abuse material) to report to the authorities is common sense. But so is deleting it to avoid liability. Our results show that between these two approaches, the vast majority of users take the first. Our findings call for informing users about the risks and educating them about precautions and their legal rights and obligations.

Our findings revealed that the risks rarely materialize in practice (at least from what we could observe in our data): a finding that puts in perspective the results from the current forensic literature, which shows that privacy and security risks are widespread. Despite this scarcity, the problem of remnant data left in second-hand storage devices is still significant and should be addressed seriously. Even if buyers do not often find data (or even look for it), incidents
We have contributed to the research on the security and privacy of used or shared devices. By conducting an online survey with buyers of second-hand storage devices, we have gained valuable insights into the buyers’ knowledge, behaviors, attitudes, and beliefs about their legal rights and obligations. We have also provided a legal foundation to benefit buyers, sellers, platform operators, and third-party individuals and organizations. Furthermore, we shed light on different courses of action that buyers can take toward different data types and highlighted the discrepancies between users’ beliefs and legal requirements. These findings have implications for developing effective guidelines for the responsible use of second-hand storage devices and highlight the importance of raising awareness about the risks and responsibilities. Given the environmental benefits of second-hand transactions, it would be unfortunate if privacy and security issues impede the market’s growth.

7 FUTURE WORK

We intend to conduct additional experiments to identify and poll buyers who do check storage devices for remnant data about their actual behavior. For this, we envision a methodology similar to that of Tischer et al. [33], that is, selling second-hand devices with remnant data and either detect automatically if they are accessed (e.g., HTML files embedding subresources located on servers we control, vouchers for which we are notified when they are cashed) or include a message in these files asking the buyer to contact us for a (paid) survey/interview. Future work should also consider other legal systems and study users who contemplate selling or buying storage devices but who do not do so due to security and/or privacy concerns. Understanding users’ concerns and their security mental models can help us develop a sustainable solution for users to recycle their unused devices, in a safe and secure manner. Moreover, understanding the discrepancies between buyers’ and sellers’ beliefs about their rights and obligations, future studies should investigate the legal beliefs of sellers of second-hand storage devices. This could inform designers of special advice or caution should be provided, depending on the user’s role in the transaction. Future studies should also design solutions for raising awareness among all users and for evaluating their effectiveness (e.g., using A/B testing).

8 CONCLUSION

involving a small number of users can have serious privacy and security consequences. The problem can be even more serious for businesses and government organizations, where a single storage device can include information about millions of users, and the remnant data can cause harm on a large scale. For example, a security researcher recently purchased a fingerprint and iris scanning device on eBay—originally owned by the U.S. military [22]. The device’s memory card contained information on more than 2000 wanted people, including their names, nationalities, photographs, fingerprints, and iris scans. Our study calls for future interventions, for the prevention and/or reduction of the frequency of incidents with regard to remnant data. In the future, we intend to collaborate closely with online platforms in order to develop practical solutions and to assess how well they mitigate potential security and privacy issues associated with the transactions of used products.
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A RELATED WORK ON PRESENCE OF REMNANT DATA AND IMPLICATIONS

Table 1: The list of works that investigated remnant data in second-hand devices. In the ‘device’ column, HDD, SSD, and mobile indicate drives (HDD/SSD), USB sticks, memory cards, and portable devices (e.g., smartphone, tablet, laptop), respectively. To specify the types of remnant data, we used: data related to an identified organization), data related to an identified individual’, ‘regular photos’, ‘sensitive photos’, credentials’, redeemable financial data), and illegal content or evidence of illegal activities’. N refers to the number of devices/participants. n refers to the number of devices/participants with remnant data. The spreadsheet version of this table is available in Supplementary 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>authors</th>
<th>year</th>
<th>device</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>country</th>
<th>user</th>
<th>user-secret</th>
<th>陟</th>
<th>ᵃ</th>
<th>ᵣ</th>
<th>ᵫ</th>
<th>ᵬ</th>
<th>ᵭ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al. [27]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al. [32]</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>UK, US, AU, DE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al. [29]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>UK, US, AU, DE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al. [31]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>UK, US, AU, DE, FR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valli and Woodward [54]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al. [28]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al. [30]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>UK, US, AU, DE, FR</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutherland et al. [48]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5/7*</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glisson et al. [20]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szewczyk [49]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sansurooah [45]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al. [26]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szewczyk and Sansurooah [51]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szewczyk et al. [50]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szewczyk et al. [52]</td>
<td>2014-2015</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin et al. [38]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelopoulou et al. [2]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robins et al. [44]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>AU</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelopoulou et al. [1]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al. [25]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boonkrong and Heeptaisong [6]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conacher et al. [11]</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>GB</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schneider et al. [46]</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts et al. [43]</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceci et al. [9]</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>HDD</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Five out of seven repairable devices had remnant data.
B BACKGROUND ON DATA RECOVERY

To explain how data could be recovered from second-hand storage devices, thus creating security and privacy issues, we provide some background about data deletion and recovery techniques. For consistency, we follow Gutmann and Warner’s definition of the terms ‘erase’ and ‘delete’, which defines ‘erase’ as “purposeful overwriting of data with other data” – thus rendering it immediately irretrievable” and ‘delete’ as “data being forgotten by the operating system and being marked as available for overwrite”. In the case of ‘delete’, data can be retrieved, to a large extent, until it is overwritten. Data deletion includes different operations. The process behind these operations varies across systems. Yet, it generally consist in deleting only the link between a file’s metadata and its content stored in the allocation units of a storage device (e.g., when files are sent to the trash bin then emptied on a Windows operating system). Although this could be sufficient for the system to manage visible and deleted files, data might still be recoverable otherwise [7].

Easy-to-use and open-source forensic tools such as Autopsy can restore the link between the content of a file and its metadata. Such tools also enable users (buyers) to perform advanced operations such as carving, that is the analysis of the unallocated space in search for known signatures to recover fragments of deleted files [7]. To reduce the chances of recovering files, wiping can be used. With this technique, every bit of the storage is zeroed-out, i.e., overwritten multiple times with zeroes. Wiping tools are largely available on modern operating systems, e.g., Windows, macOS.

C BACKGROUND ON SWISS LAW

Switzerland is a federal state which follows the legal tradition known as “Civil Law” like the countries of the European Union, as opposed to the Anglo-Saxon conception of “Common Law.” The latter is a system characterized by case law, that is law developed by judges through decisions of courts and similar tribunals. In the “Civil Law” tradition, the jurisprudence is certainly important, but it is “only” an aid to interpretation.

Civil law is defined by the fact that its core principles are codified into a referable system which serves as the primary source of law. This is especially true in criminal law, which is the primary source of this legal analysis, since there can be no punishment without law. Due to the special focus on the criminal implications, to determine the infractions, we use mainly the Swiss Criminal Code and, to determine the legal proceedings, we use the Swiss Criminal Procedure Code. We also refer to the legal literature and case laws whenever relevant. Regarding data protection, the FADP is the major piece of legislation in Switzerland.

D SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

Below, we provide the full transcript of the survey questionnaire. In order to avoid leading questions, we (i) used skip logic/coding rules, (ii) used unbiased language and statements, and (iii) did not make any assumptions in the questions.

Note: Coding rules are marked in gray (not visible to respondents)

Sec. A: Security Knowledge

The following questions relate to buying second-hand electronic storage devices in general (hard drives, USB sticks, or memory cards).

Some of these questions concern your knowledge of specific technologies; please remember that remuneration IS NOT dependent on your knowledge. So, please answer based on your current knowledge (e.g., do not look for the correct answer online).

(1) [Grid question. Row order randomized.] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Row options:
- It is technically possible (by using simple software readily available on the Internet) to recover data from a storage device, after the data has been sent to the trash bin and the trash bin has been emptied
- It is technically possible (by using simple software readily available on the Internet) to recover data from a storage device, after the device has been formatted/erased with the standard procedure
- Only executable files (e.g., programs, scripts) can contain viruses and malware
- Pressing a powerful magnet on a USB stick can erase the data it contains

(a) Strongly disagree
(b) Disagree
(c) Somewhat disagree
(d) Neither agree nor disagree
(e) Somewhat agree
(f) Agree
(g) Strongly agree

(2) [Grid question. Row order randomized.] To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Row options:
- Plugging a USB stick into my computer could enable malware (i.e., a malicious software designed to cause harm) to be automatically installed on my computer
- Antivirus software can scan internal hard drives but not external storage devices (external hard drives, memory cards, and USB sticks)
- Fully erasing all data from an electronic storage device (i.e., without someone being able to recover them) is technically impossible

(a) Strongly disagree
(b) Disagree
(c) Somewhat disagree
(d) Neither agree nor disagree
(e) Somewhat agree
(f) Agree
(g) Strongly agree

Sec. B: Experience

The following questions relate specifically to your experience when you bought online the storage device Steven concluded on Ricardo.ch, on $TransactionDate.

(3) When you plugged the device you bought, did you find any data on it?

Day
- Yes
- No
- I don’t remember

Row options:
- It is technically possible (by using simple software readily available on the Internet) to recover data from a storage device, after the data has been sent to the trash bin and the trash bin has been emptied
- It is technically possible (by using simple software readily available on the Internet) to recover data from a storage device, after the device has been formatted/erased with the standard procedure
- Only executable files (e.g., programs, scripts) can contain viruses and malware
- Pressing a powerful magnet on a USB stick can erase the data it contains

(a) Strongly disagree
(b) Disagree
(c) Somewhat disagree
(d) Neither agree nor disagree
(e) Somewhat agree
(f) Agree
(g) Strongly agree
What types of data did you find?

(a) Regular photos (e.g., photos of nature landscape)
(b) Sensitive private photos that disclose information about the seller (e.g., photos picturing the seller or one of their contacts being naked)
(c) Confidential data that discloses information about the seller (e.g., bank statements, work contracts, pay slips, medical records)
(d) Credentials or passwords (e.g., password to an online account)
(e) Redeemable financial data (e.g., voucher, credit-card number, crypto wallet)

Evidence of illegal activities (e.g., rape, drug dealing, arms trafficking, homicide)

Illegal content (e.g., child pornography)
(b) Data related to an identified organization (e.g., client details, contracts)
(i) Data related, sensitive or not, to an identified individual other than the seller (e.g., photos, e-mail, personal information)
(j) Other types of data, please specify: [ ] (Text field)

(5) Regarding the data/files that you found on the device, were they readily visible and accessible on the device or did you use specific file-recovery techniques such as carving (e.g. with the help of software such as Autopsy, DiskDrill, or Scalpel)?

(a) I used file recovery techniques. I followed the following procedure: [ ] (Text field)
(b) I accessed the files without any specific technique (i.e., they were readily visible on the device)
(c) I do not remember

(6) Did you delete them?

(a) Yes, I deleted them
(b) No, I kept them
(c) I do not remember

(7) Have you used them in any way (opened, copied, printed, shared, etc.)?

(a) Yes, please specify: [ ] (Text field)
(b) No
(c) I do not remember

(8) Which of the following entities (if any) did you notify about the data you found? (select all that apply)

(a) The seller from Ricardo.ch
(b) The competent authorities, please specify: [ ] (Text field)
(c) An identified individual, other than the seller, who is concerned by the data found
(d) An identified organization, who is concerned by the data found
(e) A contact person from Ricardo.ch
(f) No
(g) I do not remember

(9) Which of the following precautions did you take with the device you bought?

(a) I scanned it with an anti-virus software
(b) I plugged it to a computer that has little or no sensitive data and/or that would not be missed if the computer broke
(c) I plugged it to a personal electronic device other than a computer, such as a phone, camera, etc.
(d) I formatted/erased it
(e) Other, please specify: [ ] (Text field)
(f) I did not take any precaution

Was your computer or another device infected with a malware by the device you bought when you plugged it?

(a) Yes
(b) No
(c) I am not sure
(d) I do not remember

What kind of malware was carried by the device you bought?

(a) Trojan horse, worm, virus
(b) Ransomware
(c) Spyware
(d) I am not sure
(e) Other, please specify: [ ] (Text field)

The following questions relate to hypothetical scenarios about the purchasing of used electronic storage devices in general (hard drives, USB sticks, memory cards) on Ricardo.ch.

(12) Imagine that you found Q4$DataType = ‘false’ on a second-hand storage device you bought, how likely would you do the following?

Row options:
- I would delete the data
- I would use the data (if likely please specify how): [ ] (Text field)
- I would notify the person who sold me the device (seller)
- I would notify the competent authorities (if likely please specify who): [ ] (Text field)
- I would notify an identified individual, other than the seller, who is concerned by the data found
- I would notify an identified organization who is concerned by the data found
- I would notify Ricardo.ch

(a) Extremely unlikely
(b) Moderately unlikely
(c) Slightly unlikely
(d) Neither likely nor unlikely
(e) Slightly likely
(f) Moderately likely
(g) Extremely likely

Sec. D: Legal Beliefs

The following questions relate to purchasing second-hand electronic storage devices in general (hard drives, USB sticks, memory cards).

Below you will be presented with different statements related to legal rights and obligations in online transactions for second-hand electronic storage devices. You will be asked to what extent you agree or disagree with these statements, under Swiss law.

Please answer truthfully; your answers will be treated confidentially.

(13) To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Row options:
- I would delete the data
- I would use the data (if likely please specify how): [ ] (Text field)
- I would notify the person who sold me the device (seller)
- I would notify the competent authorities (if likely please specify who): [ ] (Text field)
- I would notify an identified individual, other than the seller, who is concerned by the data found
- I would notify an identified organization who is concerned by the data found
- I would notify Ricardo.ch

(a) Extremely unlikely
(b) Moderately unlikely
(c) Slightly unlikely
(d) Neither likely nor unlikely
(e) Slightly likely
(f) Moderately likely
(g) Extremely likely

Sec. C: Attitudes

The following questions relate to purchasing second-hand electronic storage devices in general (hard drives, USB sticks, memory cards).

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?

Row options:
- I would delete the data
- I would use the data (if likely please specify how): [ ] (Text field)
- I would notify the person who sold me the device (seller)
- I would notify the competent authorities (if likely please specify who): [ ] (Text field)
- I would notify an identified individual, other than the seller, who is concerned by the data found
- I would notify an identified organization who is concerned by the data found
- I would notify Ricardo.ch

(a) Extremely unlikely
(b) Moderately unlikely
(c) Slightly unlikely
(d) Neither likely nor unlikely
(e) Slightly likely
(f) Moderately likely
(g) Extremely likely

Sec. D: Legal Beliefs

The following questions relate to purchasing second-hand electronic storage devices in general (hard drives, USB sticks, memory cards).

Below you will be presented with different statements related to legal rights and obligations in online transactions for second-hand electronic storage devices. You will be asked to what extent you agree or disagree with these statements, under Swiss law.

Please answer truthfully; your answers will be treated confidentially.
(12) If I find illegal content, such as child pornography, on a used device I bought, it is my legal obligation to notify the competent authorities.

(13) If I find evidence of illegal activities (e.g., rape, drug dealing, arms trafficking, homicide) on a used device I bought, it is my legal obligation to report it to the competent authorities.

(14) If a used device I bought contains malware in the clear (i.e., without the need to recover it through specific software), the seller can be held liable.

(15) If the seller did not delete possibly sensitive data related to another individual (e.g., nude photos of their partner), the seller can be held liable.

(16) If I find illegal content such as child pornography on a used device I bought, it is my legal obligation to notify the competent authorities.

(17) Please indicate to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statements.

Row options:
- Compared to others, I am more sensitive about the way online companies handle my personal information.
- To me, it is the most important thing to keep my privacy intact from online companies.
- I am concerned about threats to my personal privacy today.

(a) Strongly disagree
(b) Disagree
(c) Somewhat disagree
(d) Neither agree nor disagree
(e) Somewhat agree
(f) Agree
(g) Strongly agree

Sec. E: Background

(18) To what extent do the following statements reflect what you are capable of doing?

Row options:
- I know how to manually delete some files from a storage device (by sending them to the trash bin).
- I know how to manually delete all data from a storage device (by sending them to the trash bin).
- I know how to empty the trash bin of a storage device.
- I know how to format a storage device.
- I know how to safely erase (wipe) a storage device.
- I know how to scan a storage device with my antivirus software.

(a) Very untrue of me
(b) Untrue of me
(c) Somewhat untrue of me
(d) Neutral
(e) Somewhat true of me
(f) True of me
(g) Very true of me

Sec. G: Expectations

(19) When you bought the device DeviceName, would you have liked to receive more information from Ricardo.ch on any of the following? (select all that apply)

(a) The technical aspects of transactions with storage devices (i.e., security and privacy risks)
(b) The legal aspects of transactions with storage devices (i.e., rights, obligations, liability)
(c) Other, please specify: [ ] (Text field)
(d) None

(20) [Order randomized] After reading this questionnaire, is there anything you would change when buying second hand storage devices on online platforms?
(a) Yes, please specify: [ ] (Text field)
(b) No

E PRECAUTIONARY ACTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Percentage of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formatted/erased it</td>
<td>60.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plugged it to a computer that would not be missed if it broke</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanned it with anti-virus software</td>
<td>13.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plugged it to a device other than a computer, such as a camera</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Precautions taken by buyers to mitigate risks.

F ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN ATTITUDES

Table 2 shows Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients between different courses of action for any type of data. The likelihood to delete the remnant data is negatively correlated with the intention to notify the authorities \( (r = -0.47, p < .001) \) and the platform \( (r = -0.19, p < .001) \). We found medium position correlations between using data and notifying other entities, including competent authorities \( (r = 0.18, p < .001) \), individuals \( (r = 0.25, p < .001) \), organizations \( (r = 0.26, p < .001) \), and platforms \( (r = 0.19, p < .001) \). This explains that, even before reporting remnant data, users need to first investigate the content. We found several strong positive correlations between notifying different entities. These findings were expected, as those who are open to notifying others built a similar understanding of the opportunity to notify these different entity types and do not differentiate between them.

Finally, to better understand the respondents’ attitudes with regard to illegal content, we looked at the associations between the likelihood of data usage and other attitudes, such as deleting data or notifying other entities. Particularly, we sought for understanding why some respondents (13%) reported they would use illegal data vs. legal data. Figures 5 and 6 in Appendix G depict these associations. The results show that out of the 13% who reported they would extremely likely use data, 11% responded that they would extremely likely notify the competent authorities. This again highlights the fact that, in order to report incidents, users would need to open and understand the content. One of the respondents, in an open-ended answer, reported that “[deleting illegal content] could be very problematic, as it could easily lead to potential evidence and information relevant to the investigation simply being destroyed.” These findings highlight the possible difficulties even well-intentioned users could face in real life.

Table 2: Spearman rank correlation matrix for general attitudes toward remnant data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>D</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>NS</th>
<th>NCAs</th>
<th>NII</th>
<th>NIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Delete (D)</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use (U)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notify Seller (NS)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notify Competent Authorities (NCAs)</td>
<td>-0.47 **</td>
<td>0.18 ***</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notify Identified Individual (NII)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.25 **</td>
<td>0.36 **</td>
<td>0.44 **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notify Identified Organization (NIO)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.26 **</td>
<td>0.4 **</td>
<td>0.45 **</td>
<td>0.86 **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notify the Platform</td>
<td>-0.19 **</td>
<td>0.19 **</td>
<td>0.25 **</td>
<td>0.57 **</td>
<td>0.6 **</td>
<td>0.65 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* and ** refers to correlation coefficients with \( p < .05 \) and \( p < .001 \), respectively.
I would delete the data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Extremely likely</th>
<th>Moderately likely</th>
<th>Slightly likely</th>
<th>Neither likely nor unlikely</th>
<th>Moderately unlikely</th>
<th>Slightly unlikely</th>
<th>Extremely unlikely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I would notify the seller</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would notify Ricardo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would use the data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I would use the data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Extremely likely</th>
<th>Moderately likely</th>
<th>Slightly likely</th>
<th>Neither likely nor unlikely</th>
<th>Moderately unlikely</th>
<th>Slightly unlikely</th>
<th>Extremely unlikely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I would notify the seller</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would notify Ricardo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would delete the data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 5: Associations of the likelihood of data 'usage' and other attitudes towards Illegal content (e.g., child sexual abuse material).

Figure 6: Associations of the likelihood of data deletion and other attitudes towards Illegal content (e.g., child sexual abuse material).